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Abstract

In system synthesis, we transform a specification into a system that is guaranteed to satisfy the spec-
ification. When the system is open, it interacts with an environment via input and output signals and its
behavior depends on this interaction. An open system shouldsatisfy its specification in all possible envi-
ronments. In addition to the input signals that the system can read, an environment can also have internal
signals that the system cannot read. In the above setting, ofsynthesis with incomplete information, we
should transform a specification that refers to both readable and unreadable signals into a system whose
behavior depends only on the readable signals. In this work we solve the problem of synthesis with
incomplete information for specifications in�-calculus. Since many properties of systems are naturally
specified by means of fixed points, the�-calculus is an expressive and important specification language.
Our results and technique generalize and simplify previouswork on synthesis. In particular, we prove
that the problem of�-calculus synthesis with incomplete information is EXPTIME-complete. Thus, it is
not harder than the satisfiability or the synthesis problemsfor this logic.
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1 Introduction

In computer system design, we distinguish betweenclosedandopensystems [HP85]. Aclosed systemis
a system whose behavior is completely determined by the state of the system. Anopen systemis a system
that interacts with its environment and whose behavior depends on this interaction. Insystem synthesis,
we transform a specification into a system that is guaranteedto satisfy the specification. Earlier work on
synthesis considers closed systems. There, a system that meets the specification can be extracted from a
constructive proof that the specification is satisfiable [MW80, EC82]. As argued in [Dil89, PR89, ALW89],
such synthesis paradigms are not of much interest when applied to open systems. For open systems, we
should distinguish between output signals (generated by the synthesized system), over which we have con-
trol, and input signals (generated by the environment), over which we have no control. While satisfaction
of the specification only guarantees that we can synthesize asystem that satisfies the specification for some
environment (that is, for some behavior of the input signals), we would like to synthesize a system that
satisfies the specification for all environments.

We now make this intuition more formal. We first consider the linear approach to synthesis, where the
specification describes the set of correct computations of the system. Given setsI andO of input and output
signals, respectively, we can view a system as astrategyP : (2

I

)

�

! 2

O that maps a finite sequence of sets
of input signals into a set of output signals. WhenP interacts with an environment that generates infinite
input sequences, it associates with each input sequence an infinite computation over2I[O. Given a linear
specification overI [O, realizability of  is the problem of determining whether there exists a systemP

all of whose computations satisfy . Synthesis of then amounts to constructing suchP [PR89].

The linear approach to synthesis is closely related toChurch’s solvability problem[Chu63]. There, we
are given a relationR � (2

I

)

!

� (2

O

)

! that is definable in the sequential calculus (S1S) and we seeka
functionf : (2

I

)

!

! (2

O

)

!, generated by a strategy, such that for allx 2 (2

I

)

!, we haveR(x; f(x)). We
can view the relationR as a linear specification for the system: it defines all the permitted pairs of input
and output sequences. A functionf as above then maps every possible input sequence into a permitted
output sequence, and can be therefore viewed as a correct system. The solutions to Church’s problem and
the synthesis problem are similar [Rab70, PR89], and consist of a reduction to the nonemptiness problem of
tree automata(an earlier and more complicated solution can be found in [BL69]).

Though the systemP is deterministic, it induces a computation tree. The branches of the tree correspond
to external nondeterminism, caused by different possible inputs. Thus, the tree has a fixed branching degree
j2

I

j, and it embodies all the possible inputs (and hence also computations) ofP 1. When we synthesizeP
from an LTL specification , we require to hold in all the paths ofP ’s computation tree. Consequently,
we cannot impose possibility requirements onP (cf. [DTV99]). For example, while we can require that
for every infinite sequence of input, the output signalv is eventually assigned true, we cannot require that
every finite sequence of inputs can be extended so thatv is eventually assigned true. In order to express
possibility properties, we should specifyP usingbranching temporal logics, which enable both universal
and existential path quantification [Eme90]. Given a branching specification overI [O, realizability of  
is the problem of determining whether there exists a systemP whose computation tree satisfies . Correct
synthesis of then amounts to constructing suchP .

So far, we considered the case where the specifications refersolely to signals inI andO, both are
known toP . This is called synthesis withcomplete information. Often, the system does not have complete
information about its environment. That is, there is a setE of signals that the environment generates but the
system cannot read. SinceP cannot read the signals inE, its activity is independent of them. Hence, it can
still be viewed as a strategyP : (2

I

)

�

! 2

O. Nevertheless, the computations ofP are now infinite words

1All along this work, we consider synthesis with respect tomaximal environments, which provide all possible input sequences.
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over2I[E[O. Similarly, embodying all the possible inputs toP , the computation tree induced byP now has
a fixed branching degreej2I[E j and it is labeled by letters in2I[E[O. Note that different nodes in this tree
may have, accordingP ’s incomplete information, the same “history of inputs” (that is, when we project the
labels along the paths from the root to these nodes on2

I[O, we get the same computation).

Often, systems need to satisfy specifications that refer to signals they cannot read. For example, in a
distributed setting, each process is an open system and it can read only part of the signals generated by the
other processes. Formally, given a specification over the setsI, E, andO of readable input, unreadable
input, and output signals, respectively,synthesis with incomplete informationamounts to constructing a
systemP : (2

I

)

�

! 2

O, which is independent ofE, and which realizes (that is, if is linear then all
the computations ofP satisfy , and if  is branching then the computation tree ofP satisfies ). It is
known how to cope with incomplete information in the linear paradigm. In particular, the approach used
in [PR89] can be extended to handle synthesis with incomplete information for the linear specifications
[KG95, KS95, Var95]. Coping with incomplete information ismore difficult in the branching paradigm,
where the methods used in the linear paradigm are not applicable [KV97].

In [KV97] we solved the problem of synthesis with incompleteinformation for specification in the
branching temporal logic CTL? and its subset CTL. We proved that independently of the presence of in-
complete information, the synthesis problems for CTL? and CTL are complete for 2EXPTIME and EXP-
TIME, respectively. These results joined the 2EXPTIME-complete bound for LTL synthesis in both settings
[PR89, Ros92, Var95]. Keeping in mind that the satisfiability problems for LTL, CTL, and CTL? are com-
plete for PSPACE, EXPTIME, and 2EXPTIME, respectively [Eme90], it follows that while the transition
from closed to open systems dramatically increases the complexity of synthesis in the linear paradigm, it
does not seem to influence the complexity in the branching paradigm. In both paradigms, incompleteness of
the information does not make the synthesis problem more complex.

In this work, we consider the specification language�-calculus. The�-calculus is a propositional modal
logic augmented with least and greatest fixpoint operators.It was introduced in [Koz83], following earlier
studies of fixpoint calculi in the theory of program correctness [EC80, Par76, Pra81]. Over the past fifteen
years, the�-calculus has been established as essentially the “ultimate” program logic, as it expressively sub-
sumes all propositional program logics, including dynamiclogics such as PDL [FL79], process logics such
as YAPL [VW84], and temporal logics such as LTL and CTL? [EH86]. The�-calculus has gained further
prominence with the discovery that its formulas can be evaluated symbolically in a natural way [BCM+92],
leading to industrial acceptance of computer-aided verification [BBG+94]. More recently, the�-calculus
has found a new application domain in the theory ofdescription logicsin Artificial Intelligence [GL94].

As we explain below, the techniques developed in [KV97] do not extend in a straightforward manner to
specification expressed in the�-calculus. The solution described in [KV97] goes through alternating tree
automata. In order to cope with incomplete information, we need to transform formulas to alternating tree
automata that meet two structural restrictions: the automata are"-free (i.e., they contain no"-transitions
and all the copies of the automaton that are generated duringa transition are sent to successors of the node
currently read in the input tree) and they aresymmetric(i.e., the transition function of the automaton does
not distinguish between different successors of a node in the input tree, and the automaton proceeds either
existentially (a copy of the automaton is sent to some unspecified successor) or universally (copies of the
automaton are sent to all successors)). Previous translations of�-calculus to alternating tree automata result
in automata that either contain"-transitions or are not symmetric2. Maintaining both structural requirements
involves alternating automata with quadratically many states and transitions of exponential size. The expo-
nential blow-up is not a problem when the specification language is CTL? (there, it is absorbed in the overall

2The first translation in [EJ91] does not contain"-transitions, but it implicitly assumes them (otherwise, it is incorrect). The
translations in [BC96, Var98, GW99] have"-transitions, and the one in [KVW00] is not symmetric.
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doubly-exponential complexity), and it does not occur whenthe specification language is CTL (there, we
know how to construct"-free symmetric alternating automata with no exponential blow-up). As we explain
below, for�-calculus the challenge is to absorb this exponential blow-up in the exponential cost of the final
algorithm, rather than have it blow-up the complexity by another exponential.

Technically, the synthesis problem for�-calculus is reduced to checking the nonemptiness of an alter-
nating automaton with polynomially many states, with respect to trees whose branching degree is expo-
nential. We can translate the alternating automaton to a nondeterministic one with an exponential blow up
[MS95]. Since the nonemptiness of this automaton has to be checked with respect to trees whose branch-
ing degree is exponential as well, its transition relation can be of a doubly-exponential size, resulting in a
doubly-exponential complexity for the synthesis problem.Using the fact that parity games has memoryless
strategies [Tho95], we are able to translate the alternating automaton to a deterministic one, running over
trees annotated with winning strategies. Being deterministic, the transition relation of the automaton is of
exponential size even when it runs on trees with an exponential branching degree. The key to achieving
these complexity bounds is a novel, efficient encoding of winning strategies. We believe that our technique
will be useful also in other contexts. For example, it implies a translation of alternating parity automata to
nondeterministic ones that is exponential, independentlyof the branching degree of the underlying trees.

Using these automata-theoretic results, we obtain an exponential-time algorithm for the problem of�-
calculus synthesis with incomplete information, implyingthat the problem is EXPTIME-complete. The
exact complexity of the algorithm is2O(n

6

), wheren is the length of the synthesized formula. This dis-
couraging blow-up rarely appears in practice, and the problem of whether the exponent can be improved
is left open. From a theoretical point of view, this result strengthen the observation about satisfiability and
synthesis having the same complexity in the branching paradigm [EJ91, FL79]. In addition, using known
translations of CTL and CTL? into the�-calculus, all the results in [KV97] can be obtained as a special case
of our result here.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Trees and Labeled Trees

Given a finite set�, an�-tree is a setT � �

� such that ifx � � 2 T , wherex 2 �

� and� 2 �, then also
x 2 T . When� is not important or clear from the context, we callT a tree. The elements ofT are called
nodes, and the empty word" is theroot of T . For everyx 2 T , the nodesx � � 2 T , for � 2 �, are the
childrenof x. Each nodex of T has adirection in �. The direction of the root is�0, for some designated
�

0

2 �, called theroot direction. The direction of a nodex � � is �. We denote bydir(x) the direction of
nodex. An �-treeT is a full infinite tree if T = �

�. Unless otherwise mentioned, we consider here full
infinite trees. Apath� of a treeT is a set� � T such that" 2 � and for everyx 2 � there exists a unique
� 2 � such thatx � � 2 �.

Given two finite sets� and�, a�-labeled�-tree is a pairhT; V i whereT is an�-tree andV : T ! �

maps each node ofT to a letter in�. When� and� are not important or clear from the context, we call
hT; V i a labeled tree. For a�-labeled�-treehT; V i, we define thex-ray of hT; V i, denotedxray(hT; V i),
as the(�� �)-labeled�-treehT; V 0

i in which each node is labeled by both its direction and its labeling in
hT; V i. Thus, for everyx 2 T , we haveV 0

(x) = hdir(x); V (x)i. Essentially, the labels inxray(hT; V i)
contain information not only about the surface ofhT; V i (its labels) but also about its skeleton (its nodes).
We say that a(� � �)-labeled�-treehT; V i is �-exhaustiveif for every nodex 2 T , we haveV (x) 2
dir(x)� �. Note that for every�-labeled�-treehT; V i, the treexray(hT; V i) is�-exhaustive.

LetX andY be finite sets. Consider the tree(X �Y )�. We define a functionhide
Y

: (X �Y )

�

! X

�.
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Given a nodew 2 (X � Y )

�, the nodehide
Y

(w) 2 X

� is obtained fromw by replacing each letterhx; yi
in w by the letterx. For example, ifX = Y = f0; 1g (see figure next page), then the node0010 of the 4-ary
tree in the figure corresponds, byhide

Y

, to the node01 of the binary tree. Note that the nodes0011; 0110,
and0111 of the 4-ary tree also correspond, byhide , to the node01 of the binary tree. We extend the hiding
operator to paths� � (X � Y )

� in the straightforward way. That is, the pathhide
Y

(�) � X

� is obtained
from � by replacing each nodew 2 � by the nodehide

Y

(w).

0

� �

1 01

0100 0101 0110 0111

10 11

00 01 10

00

1000 1001 1010 1011 1100 1101 1110 11110000 0001 0010 001111

Let Z be a finite set. For aZ-labeledX-treehX�

; V i, we define theY -wideningof hX�

; V i, denoted
wide

Y

(hX

�

; V i), as theZ-labeled(X � Y )-treeh(X � Y )�; V 0

i where for every nodew 2 (X � Y )

�, we
haveV 0

(w) = V (hide

Y

(w)). Note that for every nodew 2 (X � Y )

� andx 2 X, the childrenw � (x; y),
for all y 2 Y , agree on their label inh(X�Y )�; V 0

i. Indeed, they are all labeled withV (hide
Y

(w) �x). The
essence of widening is that for every path� in hX�

; V i and for every path� 2 hide

�1

Y

(�), the path� exists
in h(X�Y )�; V 0

i andV (�) = V

0

(�). In other words, for every two paths�
1

and�
2

in h(X�Y )�; V 0

i such
thathide

Y

(�

1

) = hide

Y

(�

2

) = �, we haveV 0

(�

1

) = V

0

(�

2

) = V (�).

2.2 Symmetric automata and the propositional�-calculus

Let 
 = f";2;3g, and letB+(
 � Q) be the set of positive Boolean formulas over
 � Q; i.e., Boolean
formulas built from elements in
�Q using^ and_, where we also allow the formulastrue andfalseand,
as usual,̂ has precedence over_. For a setS � 
 � Q and a formula� 2 B+(
 � Q), we say thatS
satisfies� iff assigningtrue to elements inS and assigningfalse to elements in(
�Q) n S makes� true.

Consider a set� = f�

1

; : : : ; �

n

g of directions. In a nondeterministic automatonA, over labeled�-trees,
with a setQ of states, the transition functionÆ maps an automaton stateq 2 Q and an input letter� 2 �

to a set ofn-tuples of states. Eachn-tuple suggests a nondeterministic choice for the automaton’s next
configuration. When the automaton is in a stateq and is reading a nodex labeled by a letter�, it proceeds
by first choosing a tuplehq

1

; : : : ; q

n

i 2 Æ(q; �) and then splitting inton copies, where copyi enters the state
q

i

and proceeds to the nodex � �
i

. A symmetric automaton[JW95, Wil99] is an alternating tree automaton
in which the transition functionÆ mapsq and� to a formula inB+(
 � Q). Atoms of the formh"; qi are
called"-transitions. Intuitively, an atomh"; qi corresponds to a copy of the automaton in stateq sent to the
current node of the input tree. An atomh2; qi corresponds ton copies of the automaton in stateq, sent to
all the successors of the current node. An atomh3; qi corresponds to a copy of the automaton in stateq,
sent to some successor of the current node. When, for instance, the automaton is in stateq, reads a nodex,
andÆ(q; V (x)) = (2; q

1

) ^ ("; q

2

) _ (3; q

2

) ^ (3; q

3

), it can either sendn copies in stateq
1

to the nodes
x ��

1

; : : : ; x ��

n

and send a copy in stateq
2

tox, or send one copy in stateq
2

to some node inx ��
1

; : : : ; x ��

n

and send one copy in stateq
3

to some node inx � �
1

; : : : ; x � �

n

. So, while nondeterministic tree automata
send exactly one copy to each successor, symmetric automatacan send several copies to the same successor,
and can also have"-transitions. On the other hand, symmetric automata cannotdistinguish between left and
right and can send copies to successor nodes only in either a universal or an existential manner.
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Formally, a symmetric automaton is a tupleA = h�; Q; Æ; q

0

; �i where� is the input alphabet,Q is
a finite set of states,Æ : Q � � ! B

+

(
 � Q) is a transition function,q
0

2 Q is an initial state, and�
specifies the acceptance condition (a condition that definesa subset ofQ!). The automatonA is "-free iff
Æ contains no"-transitions. Arun of a symmetric automatonA on an input labeled�-treehT; V i is a tree
hT

r

; ri (to be formally defined shortly) in which each node is labeledby an element of��

� Q. Unlike T ,
in which each node has exactlyj�j children, the treeT

r

may have nodes with many children and may also
haveleaves(nodes with no children). Thus,T

r

� IN� and a path inT
r

may be either finite, in which case
it ends in a leaf, or infinite. Each node ofT

r

corresponds to a node ofT . A node inT
r

, labeled by(x; q),
describes a copy of the automaton that reads the nodex of T and visits the stateq. Note that many nodes of
T

r

can correspond to the same node ofT ; in contrast, in a run of a nondeterministic automaton onhT; V i
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the nodes of the run and the nodes of the tree. The labels of a
node and its children have to satisfy the transition function. Formally, the runhT

r

; ri is an(��

�Q)-labeled
tree that satisfies the following:

1. " 2 T
r

andr(") = ("; q

0

).

2. Lety 2 T
r

with r(y) = (x; q) andÆ(q; V (x)) = �. Then there is a (possibly empty) setS � 
�Q,
such thatS satisfies�, and for all(; s) 2 S, the following hold:

� If  = ", then there isj 2 IN such thaty � j 2 T
r

andr(y � j) = (x; s).

� If s = 2, then for each� 2 �, there isj 2 IN such thaty � j 2 T
r

andr(y � j) = (x � �; s).

� If s = 3, then for some� 2 �, there isj 2 IN such thaty � j 2 T
r

andr(y � j) = (x � �; s).

For example, ifhT; V i is a f1; 2g-tree withV (") = a andÆ(q
0

; a) = 3q

1

^ 2q

2

, then the nodes of
hT

r

; ri at level1 include one of the labels(1; q
1

) or (2; q
1

), and include both labels(1; q
2

) and(2; q
2

). Note
that if � = true, theny need not have children. This is the reason whyT

r

may have leaves. Also, since there
exists no setS as required for� = false, we cannot have a run that takes a transition with� = false. Each
infinite path� in hT

r

; ri is labeled by a word inQ!. Let inf (�) denote the set of states inQ that appear
in r(�) infinitely often. A runhT

r

; ri is accepting iff all its infinite paths satisfy the acceptance condition.
In parity automata,� is a partitionfF

1

; F

2

; : : : ; F

k

g of Q and an infinite path� satisfies� iff the minimal
indexi for which inf (�) \ F

i

6= ; is even.Co-parityautomata are similar, only that the minimal indexi for
which inf (�) \ F

i

6= ; is odd. The numberk is called theindexof the automaton. Asafetyautomaton is a
parity automaton with� = f;; Qg. Thus, all the words inQ! satisfy�, and we do not specify it.

An automaton accepts a tree iff there exists an accepting runon it. We denote byL(A) the language of
the automatonA; i.e., the set of all labeled trees thatA accepts. We say thatA is nonemptyiff L(A) 6= ;.
We denote byAq the automaton obtained fromA by makingq the initial state.

Thepropositional�-calculusis a propositional modal logic augmented with least and greatest fixpoint
operators [Koz83]. For example, the�-calculus formula�y:p^AXy, which specifiesinvariance, states that
the propositionp holds in all reachable nodes. The formula�y:p ^ AXAXy asserts that the propositionp
holds in all the nodes that are reachable with an even number of transitions. Note that while the first formula
is expressible by the CTL formulaAGp, the second formula is not expressible even in CTL? [Wol81]. In
Appendix A, we define the syntax and semantics of the logic in detail, and we also describe a translation of
�-calculus formulas to alternating parity tree automata:

Theorem 2.1 [KVW00] Given a�-calculus formula , we can construct a symmetric parity automatonA
 

such thatL(A
 

) is exactly the set of trees satisfying . The automatonA
 

hasj j states and index at most
j j.
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Theorem 2.1 enables us to solve the problem of�-calculus synthesis by means of symmetric parity
automata (that is, assuming that the specification is given as a symmetric parity automaton)3.

3 The Problem

Consider a systemP that interacts with its environment. LetI andE be the sets of input signals, readable
and unreadable byP , respectively, and letO be the set ofP ’s output signals. We can viewP as astrategy
P : (2

I

)

�

! 2

O. Indeed,P maps each finite sequence of sets of readable input signals into a set of output
signals. Note that the information available toP regarding its environment is incomplete andP does not
depend on the unreadable signals inE. We assume the following interaction betweenP and its environment.
The interaction starts byP outputtingP ("). The environment replies with somehi

1

; e

1

i 2 2

I

�2

E , to which
P replies withP (i

1

). Interaction then continues step by step, with an outputP (i

1

� i

2

� � � i

j

) corresponding
to a sequencehi

1

; e

1

i � hi

2

; e

2

i � � � hi

j

; e

j

i of inputs. Thus,P associates with each infinite input sequence
hi

1

; e

1

i � hi

2

; e

2

i � � �, an infinite computation[P (")℄ � [i
1

[ e

1

[P (i

1

)℄ � [i

2

[ e

2

[P (i

1

� i

2

)℄ � � � over2I[E[O.
We note that our choice ofP starting the interaction is for technical convenience only.

Though the systemP is deterministic, it induces acomputation tree. The branches of the tree correspond
to external nondeterminism, caused by different possible inputs. Thus,tree(P ) is a2I[E[O-labeled2I[E-
tree, where each node with directioni[e 2 2

I

[2

E is labeled byi[e[o, whereo is the set of output signals
thatP assigns to the sequence of readable inputs leading to the node. Formally, we obtain the computation
tree tree(P ) by two transformations on the2O-labeled treeh(2I)�; P i, which representsP . First, while
h(2

I

)

�

; P i ignores the signals inE and the extra external nondeterminism induced by them, the computation
tree ofP , which embodies all possible computations, takes them intoaccount. For that, we define the2O-
labeled treeh(2I[E)�; P 0

i = wide

(2

E

)

(h(2

I

)

�

; P i). By the definition of thewide operator, each two nodes
in (2

I[E

)

� that correspond, according toP ’s incomplete information, to the same input sequence are labeled
byP 0 with the same output. Now, as the signals inI andE are represented inh(2I[E)�; P 0

i only in its nodes
and not in its labels, we define the computation treetree(P ) ash(2I[E)�; P 00

i = xray(h(2

I[E

)

�

; P

0

i). Note
that, asI,E, andO are disjoint, we refer towide

(2

E

)

(h(2

I

)

�

; P i) as a2I[E-tree, rather than a(2I�2E)-tree.
Similarly, xray(h(2I[E)�; P 0

i) is a2I[E[O-labeled tree, rather than a(2I[E � 2

O

)-labeled tree.

Given a�-calculus formula over the setsI[E[O of atomic propositions, the problem ofrealizability
with incomplete informationis to determine whether there is a systemP whose computation treetree(P )
satisfies . Thesynthesis problemrequires the construction of suchP .

4 Constructions

Often, it is convenient to specify properties with automatacontaining"-transitions. In particular, the transla-
tion of �-calculus to symmetric automata results in automata that contain"-transitions. As we shall see, for
synthesis with incomplete information, we need automata that are both symmetric and"-free. This is taken
care of in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1 [Var98, Wil99]Given a symmetric parity automatonA, we can construct an equivalent"-free
symmetric parity automatonA0. If A hasn states and indexk, thenA0 hasO(n2) state and indexO(k).

3This means that readers not familiar with�-calculus can continue to read the paper assuming it studiessynthesis of speci-
fications given by symmetric parity automata, keeping in mind that natural applications would start with a�-calculus formula,
automatically transformed to such an automaton.
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Note that while Theorem 4.1 provides a quadratic upper boundon the number of states inA0, it does not
provide a polynomial bound on the size ofA0. In particular, the length of the transitions ofA0 could be
exponential inn.

Recall that the operatorwide
Y

maps aZ-labeledX-treehX�

; V i to aZ-labeled(X � Y )-treeh(X �
Y )

�

; V

0

i such that for every nodew 2 (X � Y )

�, we haveV 0

(w) = V (hide

Y

(w)). We define a variant of
the operatorwide

Y

, calledfat
Y

. Given aZ-labeledX-treehX�

; V i, the operatorfat
Y

mapshX�

; V i into
a set of(Z � Y )-labeled(X � Y )-trees such thath(X � Y )�; V 0

i 2 fat

Y

(hX

�

; V i) iff the following hold.

1. V 0

(") 2 fV (")g � Y , and

2. for everyw 2 (X � Y )

+ with dir(w) 2 X � fyg, we haveV 0

(w) = hV (hide

Y

(w)); yi.

That is, fat
Y

(hX

�

; V i) containsjY j trees, which differ only on the label of their roots. The trees in
fat

Y

(hX

�

; V i) are very similar to the treewide
Y

(hX

�

; V i), with each node labeled, in addition to its
label inwide

Y

(hX

�

; V i), also with theY -element of its direction. An exception is the root, which isla-
beled, in addition to its label inwide

Y

(hX

�

; V i), also with some element ofY . Among all the trees in
fat

Y

(hX

�

; V i), of special interest to us is the tree with root labeled withhV ("); y0i, wherey0 is the root
direction ofY . We call this treewide0

Y

(hX

�

; V i).

Theorem 4.2 LetX, Y , andZ be finite sets. Given an"-free symmetric parity automatonA, over(Z�Y )-
labeled(X � Y )-trees, we can construct an"-free symmetric parity automatonA0 overZ-labeledX-trees
such that the following hold.

1. A0 accepts aZ-labeled treehX�

; V i iff A accepts the(Z � Y )-labeled treewide0
Y

(hX

�

; V i).

2. IfA hasn states and indexk, thenA0 hasO(n) states and indexk.

Proof: LetA = hZ � Y;Q; Æ; q

0

; �i. Then,A0

= hZ;Q

0

; Æ

0

; q

0

; �

0

i, where

� Q

0

= fq

0

g [ (Q� f8;9g). Typically, when the automaton is in statehq;8i, it accepts a treehT; V i if
all the trees infat

Y

(hT; V i) are accepted byAq. When the automaton is in statehq;9i, it accepts all
treeshT; V i for which there exists a tree infat

Y

(hT; V i) that is accepted byAq. We call8 and9 the
modeof the state.

� In order to define the transition functionÆ0, we first define the functionadjust : B+(Q) ! B+(Q0

).
Given a formula� in B+(Q), the formulaadjust(�) is obtained from� by replacing an atom2q by the
atom2hq;8i and replacing an atom3q by the atom3hq;9i. The transition functionÆ0 : Q0

� Z !

B

+

(Q

0

) is now defined, for allq 2 Q andz 2 Z as follows.

Æ

0

(hq;8i; z) =

^

y2Y

adjust(Æ(q; hz; yi));

Æ

0

(hq;9i; z) =

_

y2Y

adjust(Æ(q; hz; yi)):

Also, Æ0(q
0

; z) = adjust(Æ(q

0

; hz; y

0

i)), wherey0 is the root direction ofY . Thus, while from the
statehq;8i we proceed with all possible labeling of roots of trees infat

Y

(hT; V i), from the state
hq;8i we guess such a labeling, and fromq

0

we take the labelingy0.

� �

0 is obtained from� by replacing each setF participating in� by the setF � f8;9g.
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Note that the automataA andA0 are symmetric, thus the reference toX-trees and(X � Y )-trees is
not reflected in the construction, and is given in the theoremonly for its intended application in Section 5.
Note also that the"-freeness ofA is crucial. To see this, consider a symmetric automatonA for the formula
EX('

1

^'

2

). From its initial state, the automaton guesses a direction� to which it sends a copy in a stateq
that accepts a tree if it satisfies both'

1

and'
2

. The automatonA0 should then guess the hidden information
(letter inY ) that labels the root of such a tree. For that, we associate with q an existential mode, and proceed
to a disjunction of the letters inY . Suppose thatA does have"-transitions, sayÆ(q; �) = ("; '

1

) ^ ("; '

2

).
Then,A creates two copies that reads the node�. There is no way to ensure thatA0 would guess the same
hidden information for the two copies.

Consider an"-free symmetric automatonA = h�; Q; Æ; q

0

; �i. Recall that the transition functionÆ maps
a state and a letter to a formula inB+(f2;3g �Q). For a set� of directions, let	

�

= (f2g [�)�Q. A
subsetH of 	

�

can be viewed as an “detailed” description of a set of atoms inf2;3g �Q, where instead
an atom(3; q), the setH contains an atom(�; q), where� 2 � is the direction in which the existential
requirement(3; q) is going to be satisfied. We say thatH satisfies a formula� in B+(f2;3g � Q) if the
set obtained fromH by replacing all the atoms in��Q by the corresponding atoms inf3g �Q satisfies
�. A restrictionof Æ is a functionÆ0 : Q� �! 2

	

� such that for allq 2 Q and� 2 � for which Æ(q; �) is
satisfiable (i.e.,Æ(q; �) is notfalse), the setÆ0(q; �) satisfiesÆ(q; �). If Æ(q; �) is not satisfiable, thenÆ0(q; �)
is undefined. If, for example,� = f1; 2g andÆ(q; �) = 2q

1

_ 3q

2

, then possibleÆ0(q; �) aref(2; q
1

)g,
f(1; q

2

)g, orf(2; q
2

)g. Intuitively, by choosing both the atoms that are going to besatisfied and the directions
in which the existential requirements are going to be satisfied,Æ0 removes all the nondeterminism inÆ. Let
F

Æ

be the set of restrictions ofÆ.

Consider a�-labeled treeh��

; V i. A running strategyof A for h��

; V i is anF
Æ

-labeled treeh��

; fi.
The running strategyh��

; fi induces a single runhT
r

; r

f

i of A on h��

; V i. Intuitively, whenever the run
hT

r

; r

f

i is in stateq as it reads a nodex 2 �

�, it proceeds according tof(x)(q; V (x)). Formally,hT
r

; r

f

i is
the(��

�Q)-labeled tree that satisfies the following:

1. " 2 T
r

andr(") = ("; q

0

).

2. Consider a nodey 2 T

r

with r(y) = (x; q). Then,f(x)(q; V (x)) is defined and for all(; s) 2
f(x)(q; V (x)), the following hold:

� If  = 2, then for each� 2 �, there isj 2 IN such thaty � j 2 T
r

andr(y � j) = (x � �; s).

� If  2 �, then there isj 2 IN such thaty � j 2 T
r

andr(y � j) = (x � ; s).

For a nodex 2 �

� and a stateq 2 Q, we say thatx is obliged toq by f andV if x = " andq = q

0

, or
x = y � �, for y 2 �

� and� 2 �, and there is a stateq0 such thaty is obliged toq0 andf(y)(q0; V (y))
contains(2; q) or (�; q). Thus,x is obliged toq if x is visited byq in the runhT

r

; r

f

i.

A will for the automatonA is a function� : Q! 2

Q. LetG
Q

be the set of all wills. Apromiseof A for
a�-labeled treeh��

; V i is aG
Q

-labeled treeh��

; gi. Intuitively, the promiseh��

; gi corresponds to a run
of A on h��

; V i in which for all nodesy � � and statesq 2 Q, if y is visited by stateq, theny � � is visited
by all the states ing(y � �)(q). For an infinite sequence�

0

; �

1

; : : : of wills for A and sequence (either finite
or infinite) q

0

; q

1

; : : : of states, we say thatq
0

; q

1

; : : : is a trace induced by�
0

; �

1

; : : : if q
0

is the initial state
of A and for everyi � 0, either�

i+1

(q

i

) is empty, in which caseq
i

is the last state in the trace, or�
i+1

(q

i

)

is not empty, in which caseq
i+1

belongs to�
i+1

(q

i

). Note that the trace is independent of�

0

. We say that
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a promiseh��

; gi is good for A if all the infinite traces induced by paths inh��

; gi satisfy the acceptance
condition�.

Consider a�-labeled treeh��

; V i, a running strategyh��

; fi, and a promiseh��

; gi. We say thatg
fulfills f for V if the states promised to be visited byg satisfy the obligations induced byf as it runs onV .
Formally,g fulfills f for V if for every nodex 2 �

� and stateq such thatx is obliged toq by f andV , the
following hold:

1. For every atom(2; s) 2 f(x)(q; V (x)), all the successorsx � � of x haves 2 g(x � �)(q).

2. For every atom(�; s) 2 f(x)(q; V (x)), the successorx � � of x hass 2 g(x � �)(q).

Theorem 4.3 A acceptsh��

; V i iff there exist a running strategyh��

; fi and a promiseh��

; gi such that
h�

�

; gi is good forA andg fulfills f for V .

Annotating input trees with restrictions and wills enablesus to transform a symmetric automaton to a
deterministic one, with an exponential blow up:

Theorem 4.4 Consider an"-free symmetric parity automatonA such thatA runs on�-labeled�-trees.
There is a deterministic parity tree automatonA0 such thatA0 runs on(�� F

Æ

�G

Q

)-labeled�-trees and
the following hold:

1. A0 accepts a tree iffA accepts its projection on�.

2. IfA hasn states and indexk, thenA0 has2n(n+k log nk) states and indexnk.

Proof: Let A = h�; Q; Æ; q

0

; �i, and let�0

= � � F

Æ

� G

Q

. We refer to a�0-labeled�-tree as
h�

�

; (V; f; g)i, whereV; f , andg are the projections of the tree on�, F
Æ

, andG
Q

, respectively.

The automatonA0 is the intersection of two deterministic automataA0

1

andA0

2

. The automatonA0

1

ac-
cepts a treeh��

; (V; f; g)i iff h��

; gi is a good promise forA. The automatonA0

2

accepts a treeh��

; (V; f; g)i

iff g fulfills f for V . By Theorem 4.3, it follows thatA0 acceptsh��

; (V; f; g)i iff A acceptsh��

; V i.

In order to defineA0

1

, we first define a nondeterministic co-parity word automatonU over the alphabet
G

Q

such thatU accepts a word if some traces it induces is infinite and violates the acceptance condition�.
Thus,U = hG

Q

; Q [ fq

0

0

g; �; q

0

0

; �i, where�(q0
0

; �) = q

0

and for allq 2 Q, we have�(q; �) = �(q). Note
thatU ignores the first letter in the input, as traces induced by a sequence of wills are independent of the
first will. In order to getA0

1

, we co-determinizeU and expand it to a tree automaton on�0. That is, we first
construct a deterministic parity automaton~U that complementsU , and then replace a transition~�(s; �) = s

0

in ~

U by transitions�(s; (�; Æ0; �)) = hs0; : : : ; s0i, for all � 2 � andÆ0 2 F
Æ

, in A0

1

. By [Saf89, Tho97], the
automaton~U has(nk)nk states and indexnk, thus so doesA0

1

.

The automatonA0

2

= h�

0

; fq

0

g [G

Q

; �; �

0

i is a deterministic safety tree automaton defined as follows.
For a promise� 2 G

Q

, let all(�) =
S

q2Q

�(q). For two promises� and�0, we denote by� � �

0 the fact
that for allq 2 Q, we have�(q) � �0(q). Intuitively, whenA0

2

visits a nodex in state� : Q! 2

Q, it means
thatx is obliged to all the states inall(�), and for allq 2 Q, the stateq is the last state visited by the copy of
A that madex obliged to the states in�(q). For a promise�, a restrictionÆ0, a letter� 2 �, and a direction
� 2 �, we definenew(�; Æ0; �; �) as the promise�0 where for allq 2 all(�), the set�0(q) contains all states
q

0 for which (2; q0) or (�; q0) is in Æ0(q; �). Let� = f�

1

; : : : ; �

m

g. For every� 2 G
Q

and(�; Æ0; �0) 2 �

0,
we define

�(�; (�; Æ

0

; �

0

)) =

"

hnew(�; Æ

0

; �; �

1

); : : : ;new(�; Æ

0

; �; �

m

)i If � � �0

false Otherwise:
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In addition, we define�(q
0

; (�; Æ

0

; �)) = hnew (�

0

; Æ

0

; �; �

1

); : : : ;new(�

0

; Æ

0

; �; �

m

)i, where�
0

is such that
�

0

(q) = fq

0

g for all q 2 Q. Thus, whenever the automatonA0

2

visits a nodex in a state�, it checks that the
promiseg(x) covers all the obligations ofx, and it learns fromf(x) new obligations to be delivered to the
successors. In the initial state, there are no obligations to check.

Now, sinceA0

2

is a safety automaton, taking its product withA0

1

is trivial; thusA0 has2n(n+k log nk)

states and indexnk.

We callA0 thewitnessingautomaton forA. Finally, we need the following construction, which checks
an(�� �)-labeled�-tree for being�-exhaustive.

Theorem 4.5 [KV97] Given finite sets� and�, there is a deterministic safety tree automatonA
exh

on
(���)-labeled�-trees, withj�j states, such thatL(A

exh

) is exactly the set of�-exhaustive trees. All the
states ofA

exh

are accepting.

5 �-calculus Synthesis

Theorem 5.1 The synthesis problem for�-calculus, with either complete or incomplete information, is
EXPTIME-complete.

Proof: Given a specification overI [E [O, we proceed as follows. Letj j = n.

1. Construct a symmetric parity automatonA
 

, such thatA
 

runs on2I[E[O-labeled2I[E-trees, and it
accepts all trees that satisfy . The automatonA

 

hasn states and indexn. [Theorem 2.1].

2. Construct an"-free symmetric parity automatonA0

 

equivalent toA
 

. The automatonA0

 

hasO(n2)
states and indexO(n). [Theorem 4.1].

3. Construct an"-free symmetric parity automatonA00

 

that runs on2I[O-labeled2I-trees and accepts
h(2

I

)

�

; V i iff A0

 

acceptswide0
2

E

(h(2

I

)

�

; V i). The automatonA00

 

hasO(n2) states and indexO(n).
[Theorem 4.2, withX = 2

I , Y = 2

E , andZ = 2

I[O].

The specification is realizable iffL(A00

 

) contains a2I-exhaustive tree.

4. LetA00

 

= h2

I[O

; Q; Æ; q

0

; �i. Construct a deterministic parity tree automatonN
 

that is a witnessing

automaton forA00

 

. The automatonN
 

runs on(2I[O�F
Æ

�G

Q

)-labeled2I-trees, it has2O(n
4

) states
and indexO(n2) [Theorem 4.4].

5. Construct a deterministic safety tree automatonA
exh

with a trivial acceptance condition, that accepts
a (2I[O � F

Æ

� G

Q

)-labeled2I -tree iff it is 2I -exhaustive. SincejIj � j j, the automatonA
exh

has
at most2n states [Theorem 4.5].

6. Construct the productA = N

 

�A

exh

. SinceA
exh

is a safety automaton, the automatonA is a de-
terministic parity tree automaton with2O(n

4

) states and indexO(n2). The fact thatA is deterministic
guarantees that the size of its transition table is at most exponential inn.

The specification is realizable iffA is not empty. The nonemptiness problem for a deterministic
parity automaton withn states and indexk can be solved in timeO(nk) [EJS93], which implies a2O(n

6

)

complexity for the realizability problem. The nonemptiness algorithm can be extended, within the same
complexity bound, to generate a finite-state strategy whosetree is accepted by the automaton [Rab70], thus
solving the synthesis problem.
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In order to understand the importance of our construction inTheorem 4.4, recall that the specification
 is realizable iff the automatonA00

 

accepts a2I-exhaustive tree. A straightforward approach to check the
latter translatesA00

 

into a nondeterministic automaton, resulting in an automaton with exponentially many
states. Since the nonemptiness of this automaton has to be checked with respect to trees whose branching
degree is exponential as well, its transition relation can be of a doubly-exponential size, resulting in a doubly-
exponential complexity for the synthesis problem. The construction described in Theorem 4.4 transforms
A

00

 

into a deterministic automaton. As such, its transition relation is of exponential size even when it runs
on trees with an exponential branching degree.
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A Propositional �-calculus

Thepropositional�-calculusis a propositional modal logic augmented with least and greatest fixpoint oper-
ators [Koz83]. Specifically, we consider a�-calculus where formulas are constructed from Boolean propo-
sitions with Boolean connectives, the temporal operatorsEX andAX, as well as least (�) and greatest
(�) fixpoint operators. We describe here a positive normal formfor �-calculus. Given a setAP of atomic
proposition constants and a setAPV of atomic proposition variables, a�-calculus formula (in a positive
normal form) is either:

� true, false, p or:p for all p 2 AP ;

� y for all y 2 APV ;

� '

1

^ '

2

or'
1

_ '

2

, where'
1

and'
2

are�-calculus formulas;

� AX' orEX', where' is a�-calculus formula;

� �y:f(y) or �y:f(y), wherey 2 APV andf(y) is a�-calculus formula containingy as a free variable.

A sentenceis a formula that contains no free atomic proposition variables. We callAX andEX next
modalities, and we call� and � fixpoint operatorsWe say that a�-calculus formula is a�-formula (�-
formula), if it is of the form �y:f(y) (�y:f(y)). We use� to denote a fixpoint modality� or �. For
a �-formula �y:f(y), the formulaf(�y:f(y)) is obtained fromf(y) by replacing each free occurrence
of y with �y:f(y). The closurel(') of a �-calculus sentence' is the smallest set of�-calculus that
contains' and is closed under subformulas (that is, if is in the closure, so do all its subformulas that are
sentences) and fixpoint applications (that is, if�y:f(y) is in the closure, so doesf(�y:f(y))). For example,
for ' = �y:(q _ (p ^ EXy)), we havel(') = f'; q _ (p ^ EX'); q; p ^ EX'; p;EX'g. As proved
in [Koz83], for every�-calculus formula', the number of elements inl(') is linear in the length of'.
Accordingly, we define sizej'j of ' as the number of elements inl('). Note that even though the number
of elements in the closure of a formula can be logarithmic in the length of the formula if there are multiple
occurrences of identical subformulas, our definition of size is reasonable since it corresponds to the number
of nodes in a reduced DAG representation of the formula.
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A �-calculus formula isguardedif for all y 2 APV , all the occurrences ofy that are in a scope of a
fixpoint modality� are also in a scope of a modalityEX orAX that is itself in the scope of�. Thus, a�-
calculus sentence isguardedif for all y 2 APV , all the occurrences ofy are in the scope of a next modality.
For example, the formula�y:(p _ EXy) is guarded and the formulaEX�y:(p _ y) is not guarded. Given
a �-calculus formula, we can construct, in linear time, an equivalent guarded formula [BB87, KVW00].
Accordingly, we assume that all formulas are guarded.

We define the semantics of�-calculus formulas with respect to a2AP -labeled trees. Given a2AP -labeled
treehT; V i and a setfy

1

; : : : ; y

n

g of free variables, avaluationV = fhy

1

; T

1

i; : : : ; hy

n

; T

n

ig, with T
i

� T ,
is an assignment of subsets ofT to the variablesfy

1

; : : : ; y

n

g. For a valuationV, a variabley, and a set
T

0

� T , we denote byV[y  T

0

℄ the valuation obtained fromV by assigningT 0 to y. A formula' with
free variablesfy

1

; : : : ; y

n

g is interpreted as a mapping from valuations to subsets ofT . Thus,'(V) denotes
the set of nodes that satisfy' with the valuationV. The mapping' is defined inductively as follows:

� true(V) = T andfalse(V) = ;.

� For an atomic propositionp 2 AP , we havep(V) = fx 2 T : p 2 V (x)g and(:p)(V) = fx 2 T :

p 62 V (x))g.

� For an atomic proposition variabley
i

2 APV , we havey
i

(V) =W

i

.

� ('

1

^ '

2

)(V) = '

1

(V) \ '

2

(V).

� ('

1

_ '

2

)(V) = '

1

(V) [ '

2

(V).

� (EX')(V) = fx 2 T : there is a childy of x such thaty 2 '(V)g.

� (AX')(V) = fx 2 T : all the childreny of x satisfyy 2 '(V)g.

� (�y:f(y))(V) =

T

fT

0

� T : f(V[y ! T

0

℄) � T

0

g.

� (�y:f(y))(V) =

S

fT

0

� T : T

0

� f(V[y ! T

0

℄)g.

Note that no valuation is required for a sentence. For a nodex 2 T and a sentence', we say thatx
satisfies' iff x 2 '(;). A treehT; V i satisfies' iff its root satisfies'.

We now describe the translation of guarded�-calculus formulas to alternating parity tree automata. The
description is a variant of the translation described in [KVW00]. Here, we assume that the automaton has
"-transitions, circumventing the need for the functionsplit used there (and which causes the automaton not
to be symmetric).

Theorem A.1 [KVW00] Given a�-calculus formula , we can construct a symmetric parity automaton
A

 

such thatL(A
 

) is exactly the set of trees satisfying . The automatonA
 

hasj j states and indexj j.

Proof: For a�-calculus sentence and a subformula' = �y:f(y) of  , we define thealternation levelof
' in  , denotedal

 

('), as follows [BC96].

� If ' is a sentence, thenal
 

(') = 1.

� Otherwise, let� = �

0

x:g(x) be the innermost� or � subformula of that has' as a strict subformula.
Then, ifx is free in' and�0 6= �, we haveal

 

(') = al

 

(�)+1. Otherwise, we haveal
 

(') = al

 

(�).
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Intuitively, the alternation level of' in  is the number of alternating fixed-point operators we have to
“wrap ' with” in order to reach a sub-sentence of .

Given , we define the parity automatonA
 

= h2

AP

; l( ); Æ;  ; F i, where

� The transition functionÆ is such that whenever we visit a state associated with a conjunction or a dis-
junction, we first proceed with"-transitions until we reach states of the formp;:p;AX';EX'; �y:f(y),
or �y:f(y). The"-transitions guarantee that when the automaton is following a fixed-point formula
', it keeps visiting the state' itself, rather than a Boolean assertion that contains it. The fact that is
guarded guarantees that states of the formy 2 APV are not reachable.

For all� 2 2

AP , we define:

– Æ(p; �) = true if p 2 �. � Æ(p; �) = false if p 62 �.

– Æ(:p; �) = true if p 62 �. � Æ(:p; �) = false if p 2 �.

– Æ('

1

^ '

2

; �) = ("; '

1

) ^ ("; '

2

).

– Æ('

1

_ '

2

; �) = ("; '

1

) _ ("; '

2

).

– Æ(AX'; �) = 2'.

– Æ(EX'; �) = 3'.

– Æ(�y:f(y); �) = Æ(f(�y:f(y)); �).

– Æ(�y:f(y); �) = Æ(f(�y:f(y)); �).

Our transition relation is very similar to the one suggestedin [EJ91], only it contains the"-transitions
implicitly assumed there, and explicitly given in the proofrules in [BC96].

� Let d be the maximal alternation level of subformulas of . Denote byG
i

the set of all the�-formulas
in l( ) of alternation leveli. Denote byB

i

the set of all�-formulas inl( ) of alternation depth
less than or equal toi. Now, letF

0

= ;, and for every1 � i � d, let F
2i�1

= F

2i�2

[ B

i

and
F

2i

= F

2i�1

[ G

i

. It is easy to see thatF
1

� F

2

� � � � � F

2d

. We define� = fF

1

; F

2

; : : : ; F

2d

g

That is, if the automaton gets stuck in a cycle, it must visit some�-formula infinitely often and can
visit �-formulas of smaller alternation levels only finitely often.
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